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ABSTRACT.    The definition of a projective pseudosphere is given, and the

following results are proved:

( 1 ) There exists one and only one Fubini pseudosphere iff

L = M =-—,     ß = -y = <p;     ip = ip(r)     (t = u + v).

(2) There exist two classes of limiting Tzitzeica- Wilczynski pseudospheres or improper

affine spheres.

These pseudospheres admit, beside the first directrix or affine normal, the first Fubini

principal straight line or the conjugate of the first directrix with respect to the canonical

tangent and projective normal. The asymptotes of the pseudosphere are twisted cubics.

1. Introduction. As a generalization of the metric definition of a sphere,

E. Cartan [4] applies the term "projective sphere" to an unruled surface whose

Fubini projective normal [1] passes through a fixed point. In projective differential

geometry, every point of an unruled surface is associated with a pencil of straight

lines projectively-connected with the surface. (These are named canonical lines or

normals, and their plane is the canonical plane.) Thus there is a multiplicity of

such spheres, each with its specific normal as above. The problem of determining

surfaces of this kind is treated in §28 of [1] and was solved by Cech for the case of

the axis passing through a fixed point. Surfaces of this kind depend generally on

four constants. As regards the Fubini spheres, all that is known of them is that

they depend on three arbitrary functions [1]. Wilczynski [2] was the first to study

a third variant—surfaces with indeterminate directrix curves (the first directrix,

subsequently characterized as a canonical line [1], passing through a fixed point).

The latter are the affine-geometry equivalent of Tzitzeica's S-surfaces, referred to

by Blaschke [3] as "Affinspharen" and called here "Tzitzeica-Wilczynski surfaces".

The problem was treated by J. Kaucky [5, 6] and the solution was completed

recently in [7-9].! We proved that (i) a projectively undeformable rotation surface

can admit a canonical line passing through a fixed point, and (ii) a surface can admit

at most two canonical lines or normals passing through fixed points. Consequently,

we call projective spheres the unruled surfaces which admit one and only one normal

or canonical line through a fixed point, and projective pseudospheres—those which

admit two. They are determined by [8|:

(1.1) ß = i = —7-^—r;    L = M
c(u + v)' c2(u + v
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where c is a solution of the algebraic equation

(1.2) (fc+l)(fc + 3)c2+4/cc-12 = 0,

with

(1.3) (fc+l)(fc + 3)/0,

where

(1.4) fc=-3(l + 2A).

In this paper, we attempt to find a class of Fubini spheres and prove that there exist

one and only one Fubini pseudosphere and a class of limiting Tzitzeica-Wilczynski

spheres, admitting (besides the first directrix) another normal through a fixed point.

2. Fubini spheres.  Let x(u,v) be an unruled surface with u, v as asymptotic

parameters. The straight line (d) which joins a generic point x with the point

y¿.LJ Xuv       l\Xv       t2Xu,

where •

(2.2, _,,=A^+>M_,
ou 2 \    au

,d\ogß21  ¡  1 (d\ogß1~¿2 - A—ä^— + 2 V—^—

and A a parameter, is a canonical line or a normal, A ~ 0, —1/2, —1/3, oo represent,

respectively, the projective normal, the directrix, the axis and the canonical tangent.

Supposing that x(u,v) is determined by Fubini's canonical system

(2.3) xuu = 6uxu + ßxv + pnx;    xvv = -)xu + 6vxv + p22X    (9 = log/3-y).

then

íoa\ 1        i^lpg/^T2 dlog/^y
(2.4) _;1=A^—,     -¿2 = A—^—.

The developables of the congruence generated by the canonical line (d) are [1']:

(tth -/,„ + li9u - ßl2 - l\)du2 + {l2u - hv)dudv

+ (-7T22 + hv - hdv + lh + l\) = 0.

Hence (d) passes through a fixed point if

(2.6) 7Tn - llu + h6u - ßl2 -l2=0;    7T22 - hv + hOv - lh - l\ = 0;    l2u =hv

If surface (x) is protectively deformable, then one passes to one of his déformâtes

(x) by changing only tth and 71-22• Hence if conditions (2.6) are verified for (x)

he cannot subsist for (x). Therefore if a projective deformable surface admits a

canonical line (d) passing through a fixed point, all his déformâtes cannot admit a

same canonical line (d) passing through a fixed point.

If (d) is the projective normal, then

(2.4') h=h = 0,

and by (2.6)

(2.7) nu = Pn + ßv + ßdv = 0;    tt22 = P22 + lu + lOu = 0.
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Supposing next that x(u,v) is an isothermal-asymptotic surface, we can set ß — i,

(6 = 21og/3), whence

(2.8) p„ = -3Ä,;    P22 - -3/3«.

From [1, 1'] we have

(2.9) L = 9uu~l-e2u-ßv-ßev -2pu;    M = Ö„„ - l-92v - lu - ~/0„ - 2p22,

and by (2.8)

(2.10) L-2(log/3U + 2(log/3)2 =3/3,;    M - 2(log/3)„„ + 2(log/3)2 = 3/?„.

The integrability conditions of (2.3) are then [1]:

(2.11) , ;   7 w

which explains the difficulty in finding the spheres, even in the case of isothermal

asymptotes. Operating with d/du of the first and with d/dv of the second equation

of (2.11), we obtain

(2.12) ßßuuu-2ßußuu = ßßvw-2ßvßvv    (/J^cons.)

which is identically satisfied if

(A) 0=p(t)í(t = « + v).

In this case it follows from Fubini's form of the integrability conditions of (2.3) [1],

that

(B) L = -^+U(u);    M = -*£ + V(v),

with

(D) 2p'{V -U) + p(U' -V')=0.

Taking into account (2.8) and (2.10) we have

(D') U = V = C,

whence

(B') L = M=-^2+C.

Different values of C represent projective rotation surfaces projectively applicable

among themselves. The canonical curves of a surface (i.e., its intersections with the

canonical planes) are determined by the differential equation

(2.13) ibidu - ib2dv = 0,

where

(2.14) 0! = (log/h2)«;    ^2 = (log/327)1„
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and if ß = ß{r)

(2.15) du-dv = 0,

which yields a family of Segre curves. We prove that the Darboux curves

(2.16) du + dv = 0,

are also plane, and that the conjugate net

(2.17) du2 - dv2 = 0,

is a Peterson net [10]. The canonical planes then form a pencil whose axis is a

fixed straight line. Hence the canonical lines intersect a fixed axis, and only the

projective normals pass through a fixed point. According to the observation above,

one and only one of the rotation surfaces given by (A) and (B) could admit Fubini's

normal passing through a fixed point. From conditions (2.11) follows:

(2,n v     ,.wt,«'t    ( = t
<P <P2 \*P/

2
y jf'v ,3 2

and integrating yields

(2.10') tp \<p J       1

which can be identified with (2.10) taking into account (B').

The above observation has general validity. Operating with d/du of the first

and with d/dv of the second equation of (2.10), we obtain, respectively, the second

and first conditions of (2.11).

To find the Fubini spheres which are projective rotation surfaces supposing C —

0, we must integrate the differential equation (2.10') which now reads

(2.10») •_Ä»* + »>'+a
ip I 4

Denoting p = <p' and p = dp ¡dp we have by (2.10')

(2.10'") pp-2^ + ^+^3=0,
ip -    l 4

which is an Abel differential equation of the second kind [11]. Setting

(2.18) p = <p2u,    u = u{<p),

du 3 /1 + 2u

dip 4 \   uip

we obtain

(2.19) i

For

(2.20) 1 + 2u + 0,

we have

(2.21) 1 + 2u = ap3 exp(2u)    (a - const.
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whence the differential equation

V V2 ) <P2

For

(2.20') 1 + 2w = 0,

the solution reads

2
(£') y? = - ■ (t = u + v)

T

whence the following result:

To every solution of (6), and to (<5'), there corresponds a Fubini sphere which is

a projective rotation surface.

We shall show below that the surface represented by the solution ß = tp = 2/t is

a pseudosphere, in fact the only Fubini pseudosphere in existence if C = 0.

Now let C ^ 0 and p{r) be the solution of (2.10'). Setting p = <p', (2.10') yields

(2.22) pp+2-^- -3-ëP+-A(K-ë3)     (k=\c

which can be reduced to

p       2rr     4V V 3

(2.22') uu'= -{K -(l + 2u)p3),
4

by putting p = Tp2u.

It seems that the solution cannot be expressed explicitly. Therefore we consider

in that which follows only the case C = 0.

3. Fubini pseudospheres. Let us consider the existence problem of Fubini

pseudospheres. The problem consists in finding spheres which admit, beside the

projective normal, another canonical line (d) passing through a fixed point. In this

case we deal with the axis of the pencil of canonical planes, i.e. with a pair of fixed

points. Supposing that A ^ 0 represents the canonical line, then by (2.4)

(3.1) -h=3X^;     -/2=3A^.
ou ou

Noting that 7rii = 7T22 = 0 and ß = p(r), we obtain from (2.10") and (2.6) the set

•P"     o/V\2     3   ,     3   2     „

(D) *        W      2  2    4

^-(3A + 3)(^) +y=o.

Our problem thus reduces to finding the common solution of this set, which evi-

dently depends on A. We shall prove that the set admits a unique solution. Indeed,

it follows from (D) by subtraction that

<P'Y  ,   l J  ,   3..2
(3.2) (3A+l)(^j   +-^' + -^=0.
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It can be proved that (d) cannot be the axis. If it were, we would have 1 + 3A = 0,

and could without loss of generality take the solution

(3.3) p=-    (t = u + v)

which does not satisfy the set. Accordingly, let

(3.4) l + 3A = a    (a/0)

and (3.2) yields by integration

(3.5) „ = --L,

where

lH»s ,      -1± VI- 12a
(3.6) A =-^-.

The set (D) yields for the two values of A

(3.7) a = -2;     A = -i

The common solution reads

(C) V=\,

and from (3.7) and (3.4) it follows that

(T) A = -l.

This is a new canonical line or normal which apparently was not considered so

far. Thus we have the following result:

There exists one and only one Fubini pseudosphere, given by

(H) /3=A=-;     L = M = ~%    {t = u + v).

4. Tzitzeica-Wilczynski pseudospheres. Tzitzeica-Wilczynski spheres are

obtained from the set

(4. if Xuu  — "UXU ~T pXv,        Xvv pXu -j- VVXV,        Uu  = — ,       Uv  — -r,

which is completely integrable if

(4.2) d  y =ß2 + kß    {k = const.)
ouov

and the first Wilczynski directrix, represented by A = — |, passes through a fited

point.

For k y¿ 0 they are Tzitzeica spheres or, in affine-geometry, proper affine spheres

[3], the directrix being the affine normal. Suppose first A; ̂  0; by appropriate change

of the parameters u, v, k can be set at 1. Hence

(43) dHogß^   2     l_   . ,       •

[4-ó} 6udv       P   + ß-      ' •     ,
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Suppose next that the surface admits a canonical line (d) other than the directrix,

i.e. A ̂  -\. From (4.1) and (2.2) it follows that

(4.4) -/i=3ÍA + ij(tog0)u;     -/2 = 3(A + 0(log/3)„.

Bearing in mind (2.7), (2.6) and (4.1), the condition for (d) passing through a fixed

point reads:

(4.5) (log/?)uu = (3A + ±)0^-A,;    (log/3)™ = (3A + |) (^j   -/3U,

whence

(log/9)uu„ = 2 ( 3A + - ) (log/3)„(log/?)m; - /3„„;

(4.6) V        \>
{\ogß)vvu = 2 ( 3A + - j (log/?)„(log/3)„u - ßuu,

which, on account of the partial derivatives in (4.3), yields in turn

2/3u(l + 3A + 3A/33) = 3 (A + ^) ßß2,

(4.7) )       Y
2/3,(l + 3A(l + /33)) = 3ÍA + -J/3/32.

Consequently,   the  condition  for  a Tzitzeica-Wilczynski  surface  admitting two

canonical normal lines through fixed points reads

(M) ß3u = ß3v.

For comparison with the results of [5], we can take without loss of generality

(M') ß = ß{r),     t = u + v.

By (4.3) we have

<p"       ff'Y      .  2       i
(4-8) -(^)2-ç,2--=0,

while by (4.5)

and the common solution of the set (4.8)-(4.9) determines the corresponding pseu-

dospheres.

5.     Limiting  Tzitzeica-Wilczynski  pseudospheres.  Limiting Tzitzeica-

Wilczynski spheres are determined by the set (4.1) and the condition

(5.1) Sr^2-ouov

To obtain the corresponding pseudospheres, we must integrate the set obtained

from (5.1) and (4.5) namely

?- * -*-« i-'Wm*'« H
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By these,

(5.3) (SA + V) (p')2 - p'p2 - p" = 0.

We observe that iff

(5.4) 3A +1/2 = 0,

(5.5) A = -1/6

the solution

(5.6) p = 1/r,

satisfies the set (5.2), and (d) is the first Fubini principal straight line [1]. Suppose

now that

(5.7) ■ 3A + 1/2 = a ^ 0.

Then from (5.3) it follows that

(5.8) tp = -l/Ar

where

(5.9) 4 = i±yTT5
¿a

From the set (5.2), we deduce A = 1, a'= 2, hence the solution is

(5.6') p = 1/r.

At the same time, for a = 2

(5.10) A = 1/2.

Hence the second canonical line is the conjugate normal of the first directrix with

respect to the projective normal and canonical tangent, and we have the following

result:

Limiting Tzitzeica-Wilczynski pseudospheres (or ^improper affine spheres") ad-

mit (beside the first directrix or affine normal) a second normal passing through a

fixed point.  The latter is readily shown to be at infinity.

6. Another interpretation. It is well known that the limiting Tzitzeica-

Wilczynski surfaces are represented in finite form by2

(6.1) xx = (u-v)(U'-V')-2(U-V);    x2 «= V - V'\    x3 = u + v;    x4 = 1,

where U, V are, respectively, arbitrary functions of u and v, and f/^'V'3' ^ 0.

From (6.1), it follows that

1/(3) y(3)
(6.2) /3 = - —;    7=-;    a = U" + V";    9U = ~ß;    0V = -T.

2This representation was obtained by Wilczynski [2] and is repeated in [3] without credit to

him.
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Suppose now that the surfaces admit a G2 group of projective deformations into

themselves, generated by the i.t.

(6.3) Xi = ^--j-;    X2 = u— +v — .
ou     ov ou       ov

Then, U and V are given by

(6.4) U = au3 + a\u2 + a2u + 03;    V = av3 - aiv2 + 62^ + 63,

whence

(6-5) /? = 7__i_;    L = M = -      ]_      ,
u + v 2(u + i>)

and the infinitesimal transformation is projective [12]. From (4.5), it follows that

(6.6) A = 1/2.

If the G2 group generated by the i.t.

(6.3') X,= !■ + £.;    X2=u-?- + v-?-.
ou     ov ou       ov

Then,

U — au3 + a\u2 + 02U + 03;     V = —a?;3 — a\v2 + 62^ + ¿>3,

(6.4')                            1 3
0 = 1-;    L = M=-

u — v 2(u - vy

and by the same conditions we obtain the normal determined by

(6.6') A = -1/6.

In all these cases the asymptotes are twisted cubics (see [12]).
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